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Runners sprint up a nice, easy slope during the Seven Sisters Trail Race. (Photo by Ben Kimball)

The Seven Sisters Trail Race: An Insane Icon of Spring in the Valley
Notorious. If you had to describe the Seven Sisters Trail Race with a single word, that one
would work. Acceptable alternatives include infamous, technical, aneurysm, and ouch. But
let’s just go with notorious for now, because recently the race, which started in 1991 and
was just a relatively small, low-key affair for years, has grown from its humble beginnings
to a nationally publicized annual event. These days it frequently makes magazine destination profiles and website Top Ten lists. It’s still scrappy, but it done went and got famous.
The number of racers has swelled into the hundreds and it often sells out before race day.
It’s in good hands, though. Taking over from former race director Fred Pilon a few years
ago, local ultrarunner (and race director of the Vermont 100) Amy Rusiecki now maintains
a healthy balance between managing the increased popularity and keeping it real. Efforts
are made to keep it low impact, and swag is kept to a minimum (though what there is is
generally pretty cool; I wanted one of this year’s water bottles as soon as I saw it).
Fittingly for our local claim to trail running fame, SMAC was well represented this year.
Racers tackling the course on May 6th included ragin’ Ross Krause, gutsy Grant Ritter, lively Leslie Charles, Eric “Ghost Rider” Ciocca, cheerful Chelsea Farinacci, Tom “The Goat”
Davidson, sassy Sarah Nelson, and mischievous Michele Andrews (check out her profile
on p. 3!). Also seen volunteering were Pete Kakos, Teresa Vincent, Howie Hannah, and
others. And John McCarthy was spotted approaching the summit of Mt. Holyoke with his
kid in a backpack like a good outdoorsy parent should. Spring may have stalled some in the
cool weeks that followed, but at least on that day you knew that it had really sprung here.
-Ben Kimball

From the Editor

The Busy Season
Whew! There’s a lot to cover in this issue. It’s been (and
continues to be) a very busy racing season, with SMAC members competing far and wide. There were track workouts and
Sugarloaf hill training sessions. The Grants’ weekly 5K crosscountry races in Northampton have been well attended. Trips
were taken. And many comfort zones have been left far back
in metaphorical rear-view mirrors. We’ve got articles aplenty
about all those things in this issue. But rather than summarize
the various pieces, as I’ve tended to do recently with this column, I’d like to briefly touch on a few other random things
that didn’t quite fit elsewhere (special shout-out, however, to
new club member Stephanie Funk’s Block Island article; it’s a
long one, but super engaging and highly readable).
SMAC Track. SMAC’s summer track workouts are well
underway for 2017. Each week at the terrific Deerfield Academy track, coach Barry Auskern provides structured workouts,
words of wisdom and encouragement, and a relaxing postworkout stretching and meditation session to look forward to
during your strenuous miles of self-improvement. As ever, all
SMAC members are welcome and encouraged to participate.
Workouts begin at 6 p.m. sharp on Wednesdays, though it’s
best to arrive 10-15 minutes early to get in a warm-up jog.
Join the Club. Or rather, RE-join the club. We don’t yet
have a way for you to renew automatically and we know it’s
easy to forget. So… don’t forget! This is a brief reminder for
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you to renew your SMAC membership for 2017 if you let it
lapse at the end of 2016. The club does a lot of good things to
support running in the region, and you get a lot for your very
low membership dues. Here is the renew link at RunReg.
Good Neighbors. SMAC is the premier running club in the
northern Pioneer Valley region of Western Massachusetts.
Our reach is extensive and our influence strong. But we don’t
exist in a vacuum; this region is rich with active running clubs
and racing teams. And as all healthy and vibrant populations
tend to do, we often cross-pollinate, interbreed(!), and share
members with others. Fortunately, boundaries are fluid and
we’re better for it. Among our excellent nearby friends and
neighbors are Empire One, the Greater Springfield Harriers,
BURCS, Red Clover Rovers, Scores, the Coffee Cake Club,
North Medford Club (NMC), 413 Trail Runners, Western Massachusetts Athletic Club (WMAC), the Western Mass Distance
Project, Shenipsit Striders, MRA Multisport, Cyclonauts, the
NCC triathlon team, and the Pioneer Valley Women’s Running
Club, among others, as well as various running groups and
teams based out of stores like Fleet Feet and Berkshire Running Center. While we sometimes compete, the barriers are
almost entirely artificial and our alikes are much greater than
our differences. Give a friendly nod to your fellow runners at
the next race, event, or workout where you mix, and hopefully you’ll strike up a rich new friendship in the process.
Change of Plan. In recent issues I hinted at a big race for
me this season. Training was going well and I was on track,
sort of, to run my first 50-mile ultra at Wachusett. But I had a
small bit of Moh’s surgery on some skin on my cheek in May
and wasn’t allowed to exercise for three weeks afterwards to
keep the scarring to a minimum. I missed the race but am
back in the saddle now. A few lessons: Be adaptable. Be flexible. Be willing to adjust your expectations. Wear sunscreen.

Running out of Space. There’s so much more to say, but
we’re already near the end. Crikey, maybe I need an editor...
Remember, The Sun only happens with your help, so
please keep your contributions coming. We can always use
them. The more member submissions we get, the better our
feisty little newsletter will be. My email address is: alpinefin
[at] comcast.net and my inbox is always open (whether I remember to check it or not is another matter). Please, send us:
stuff, stories, recipes, recaps, routes, rants, profiles, pictures,
letters, anything and everything. As previous Sun editor Ben
Bensen once wrote: “If you ran it, we want to run it!”

-Ben
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SMAC Member Profile
Name: Michele Andrews
Age: 48, but who’s counting?
Town: West Hatfield
Job: 5th Grade Teacher, Northampton
Where are you from originally, and what brought you to this
area? I grew up in Taunton, MA and after graduating from UMass Amherst, I knew that I would never go back to flat land.
I love the hills and woods of Western Mass.
Achievement you’re most proud of (running or otherwise):
The Seven Sisters Trail Race is the most challenging, and I
wear my T-shirt with pride. But, a few years ago I participated
in a Tough Mudder with two friends. I was so scared that I
wouldn’t be able to finish it, but we killed it! So I signed up
for two more Bone-Frog OCR events at Berkshire East with
friends, and had a blast!
Favorite place to run: I prefer running in the woods and am
so fortunate to live where I can run out my front door and
onto beautiful miles of trail. The Green River is always a scenic run. Another favorite is on the Log Cabin side of Mt. Tom,
on a trail friends and I dubbed “the Burner” and more recently, I am exploring trails from Ben Kimball’s book!

The ups and downs of running: Know how some days you
can feel invincible, ready to run to the top of Mount Everest
and back, and other days, three miles feel like a marathon?
I’ve pondered this phenomenon with other runners, who likewise can’t figure out the secret to guarantee a perfect run.
You’ve eaten the right protein and carbs, you’ve had a great
night’s sleep. The sun is shining and the air is dry. You think
you’ve got the perfect combination, but then your body
doesn’t cooperate, and your run… less than stellar. Was it the
wrong socks? Was it the moon? Did I stir my coffee in the
wrong direction? If any reader has insight, I might pay for the
answer!
Where I get inspiration: I’m totally inspired by people who
make an unlikely activity, like running, possible. I recently had
the opportunity to work with a wonderful guy at Ryan Road
School, who came to this area from Puerto Rico for work. He
was morbidly obese, when I met him. We spent many afternoons after school chatting, and soon, he decided with a few
others in our school, to lose weight together. Not long after
that, he began running/walking. He jogged laps in our school
gymnasium at night after his shift. He has since left us to return to Puerto Rico, but before he left, he told me how much
better he felt and that back in Puerto Rico he would continue
what he had started here, until he met his goal.

Greatest adventure: I began hiking the Long Trail
three years ago from Williamstown, MA. Much to my
husband’s horror, I chose to hike solo, averaging
around 70 miles each trip or about a week in the
woods. My plan is to finish the trail this summer,
from Burlington, VT to the Canadian border!

Secret ambition: Not so secret… I’d love to hike the
Pacific Crest Trail (PCT), start-to-finish in one season.
Training partners: I realized the joy of running with
others thanks to Sara Simmons. When I can, I get out
with SMAC members on the Green River.
Cross Training: I love to do anything that involves
moving! Next to running, I love my bike, love to hike,
kayak, and ski; or I’ll try just about anything else, at
least once!

Michele in the 2017 Seven Sisters Trail Race (photo by B. Kimball)

If you would like to suggest someone for an upcoming SMAC member profile, please contact us at sugarloafsun@gmail.com.
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SMAC Member Profile
Name: John McCarthy
Age: 38
Town: Ludlow
Job: Middle School Science Teacher
Where are you from originally, and (if not from here) what
brought you to this area? I grew up in East Bridgewater near
the south shore of MA, then moved around a bit; Providence,
Santa Cruz, and Provincetown. My wife Crystal and I decided
to settle in the valley about 11 years ago because we loved
the mix of community, nature, good coffee, and beer.
Runner since: 8th grade (not including college days; that’s
another story). I had to meet a weight limit to make the middle school football team, so I started running to lose pounds.
Ended up loving running much more than football.
Personal Records? 17:22 5K, 36:28 10K, 1:01 10-miler,
1:21:30 half marathon, 3:09 marathon. Multiple top-3 finishes in multisport racing, with a few wins, in the Josh Billings
Triathlon, Wildcat Pentathlon, Berkshire Pentathlon, Tuckerman’s Inferno, Great River Challenge, Greenway Challenge,
Great Adventure Challenge, DFW Triathlon, and North Country Endurance Challenge.
Achievement you’re most proud of: As a teacher assistant at
an elementary school, I organized a before-school running
program, initially for students with disabilities, that turned
into large groups of students running laps every morning in
the gym. I ended that year by organizing a 1-mile race/fun
run around the school that I named the Norris Mile. It was a
huge success, and helped direct me into the career of education. Eight years later the race continues, but after my departure it was renamed the “McCarthy Mile.”
Local running claim to fame: Sub 39:00 10K pushing a stroller
with 30-pound toddler blowing whistles and playing cowbells.
Favorite distance to race/run: Hard to pick one, but I have
become a bit more of a jack-of-all-trades (master of none). If I
had to pick one, a good half marathon trail race is a great mix
of speed, endurance, skills, and fun. I also love racing adventure style multisport races.
Favorite place to run: So many good trails in the area to run,
but given the proximity to my home, I love running the trails
at Facing Rock Wildlife Management area in Ludlow. A short
skip from my home and I am in a huge conservation area with
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a variety of terrain. My favorite 5-mile loop is almost all singletrack, with a nice overlook into Granby.
Interests (besides running, of course!): Hiking with my 2½
year-old daughter, Rose; we created a rock collection of our
hikes this past year. Of course I am looking forward to when
Crystal and my 3 month-old daughter Hazel can join us.
Greatest adventure: My first backpacking trip when I was 23.
I had little knowledge of the outdoors, but was fascinated
with the idea of hiking the trail by myself for multiple days. I
bought a “how-to” book, got some gear, and spent 5 days on
the Appalachian Trail. My pack weighed 45 pounds, I couldn’t
sleep at night (bears?!), and I had to make a spoon out of
sticks since I forgot silverware. Yet I was hooked, and have
spent the subsequent 15 years hiking, trail running, paddling,
and being involved with outdoor education.
Secret ambition: It may not be so secret, but to hike a long
distance trail, ride a bike across the country, and/or grow a
really long beard.
Favorite recovery drink: 2 tablespoons of Raw Apple Cider,
healthy dose of honey, a spoonful of cinnamon and turmeric
and some warm water. Good for reducing inflammation from
an old knee injury.

[Continued next page]
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[John McCarthy member profile, continued from previous page]

RABBIT RUN 10K SMAC Racers

Secret tips or good advice? The best runner is the one having
the most fun.

NEW SALEM, MA, May 20, 2017

Training partners? My daughter Rose has been one of my
best running companions, riding in the stroller in front of me.
Half of my training for the 2016 Vermont City Marathon was
pushing her.
Cross training activities? Kayaking, biking, yoga, strength
training
Favorite season to run in? Hot or cold? Time of day? How
come? I love spring, as weather warms up. Prefer cold to hot.
Run with the rising sun, 5:00 a.m., before the kids rise. I have
grown to love the quiet sounds in the pre-dawn hours.
What is one of your biggest running aspirations? Vermont
50-miler
What was the last running event you participated in? The
Amherst 10-miler and the Berkshire Highlands Pentathlon
Personal goal for 2017: I’ve created an 80-hours-of-training
goal for July and August 2017 to prepare for fall races. My
plan is to do the majority of this training before the family
wakes. This training goal includes running, biking, and paddling, but also strengthening and stretching to help focus on
the needed body work to get stronger and stay healthy.
Last movie you saw in the theater: Ha! No going to movies
with a toddler and an infant, but my wife and I did see The
Martian at home. My science class’s new “unofficial” motto:
“We are gonna have to science the s%$t out of this.”
Best advice you ever got: From the children’s book Pete the
Cat, which my daughter would recite to me (so she gets the
credit). “No matter what you step in, just keep walking along
and singing your song, ‘cause it’s all good.”

Place Name

Gender Age Town

1 Jeff Levreault
M 44
2 Brian Pickell
M 59
4 Jason Arble
M 23
6 Ron Boyden
M 48
8 JoEllen Reino
F 54
9 John Reino
M 53
11 Brian Williams
M 51
12 Peter Kennedy
M 60
13 Sarah Nelson
F 41
15 Carrie Stone
F 40
16 Mike Murphy
M 67
19 Erin Guzowski
F 44
20 Ted Hale
M 63
21 Dawn Montague
F 39
23 Skip Soper
M 56
24 Mark Mazzola
M 54
29 Miodrag Glumac
M 50
30 David Martula
M 72
32 Kate Koonz
F 54
33 William Kaizen
M 45
37 Gina Vanasse
F 44
38 Cara Rigali
F 51
42 Bosiljka Glumac
F 49
43 Ann Van Dyke
F 62
46 Janet Grimes
F 54
48 Carla Halpern
F 46
50 Christine Morin
F 52
59 Eileen Naugh. Tzoc F 40
60 Rebecca Gonzalez-K. F 26
62 Janice Stone
F 64

South Hadley
Leverett
Holyoke
Conway
S Deerfield
S Deerfield
Hatfield
Greenfield
Florence
Shutesbury
Florence
Hatfield
Florence
Turners Falls
Northampton
Easthampton
Easthampton
Hadley
Orange
Chesterfield
Belchertown
Montague
Florence
Montague
Shelburne
New Salem
Orange
Greenfield
Amherst
Shutesbury

Time Pace
42:33 (6:51)
44:08 (7:07)
44:27 (7:10)
46:54 (7:33)
48:19 (7:47)
48:39 (7:50)
50:28 (8:08)
50:30 (8:08)
50:31 (8:08)
50:58 (8:13)
51:03 (8:13)
53:01 (8:32)
53:21 (8:35)
54:14 (8:44)
56:31 (9:06)
57:19 (9:14)
59:26 (9:34)
59:38 (9:36)
1:00:52 (9:48)
1:01:54 (9:58)
1:02:26 (10:03)
1:02:35 (10:05)
1:04:03 (10:19)
1:04:40 (10:25)
1:06:31 (10:43)
1:07:27 (10:52)
1:10:07 (11:17)
1:22:53 (13:21)
1:28:16 (14:13)
1:37:10 (15:39)

Article of clothing you own way too many of: Flannels, Hawaiian shirts, and tights/spandex. Sometimes all together.
If you could pick one superpower to have, what would it
be? I think Wolverine had the ability to repair injuries. I figure
if I could do that, I can continue doing what I love doing for a
very long time.
What else should the club know about you? Besides running
races, I race kayaks and can be found at some of the local
kayak racing events in my surf ski and other long boats. Kayak
racing is a great balance to running for core and upper body
strength while maintaining a high aerobic intensity. If interested in kayak racing, let me know and we can talk more.
*****
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Beast athletes J&J Reino do a tri BEFORE the Lake Wyola race!
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Vermont City Marathon (May 28, 2017)
by Brian Pickell
Where better to spend the last weekend in May than
Burlington, Vermont, running by the lovely Lake Champlain in
the Vermont City Marathon? There are two ways to run
VCM: the whole marathon or as part of a relay team. Some
intrepid runners from Western Mass made the journey and
had some adventures to report.
My son Sohan, 17, had been planning to run VCM all
year, wanting to best his time from the year before when he
ran 3:21 as a 16-year-old. I decided I would temporarily lift
my self-imposed ban on running marathons so I could join
him in this crazy endeavor. My wife Jan joined him last year
but was unable to finish after they closed the course due to
high temperatures. We were wondering if that would happen
again this year and how we would fare if it was hot.
On race day, we arrived at the starting area next to Lake
Champlain early in the morning. The beauty of the lake was
stunning. Sohan and I sat quietly taking it all in and contemplating what we were preparing to do. Fortunately, the
weather was warm but not hot, with temperatures ranging
from 55 degrees at the start to 70 degrees at the finish.

to find Sohan after the race. Of course, I had no idea what
was happening with Sohan as I trudged through the final
miles of my own race.
I decided at the start to run with the 3:30 pace setter, and
an impromptu group formed around our common quest. The
pace setter was terrific, hitting 8-minute pace every mile and
encouraging us all along the way. At 20 miles, I sadly had to
back off the pace and watch our now smaller group pull
away. I was now on my own. As my discomfort exponentially
increased with each mile, I vowed that I would never ever
again run a marathon. When I finally crossed the finish line in
3:36:01, I felt euphoric that I could finally stop running and
had accomplished it one more time. In fact, I was so happy
that I thought I might want to do it again just to feel that after
-marathon bliss!
SMAC’s Ericka Emerson also ran the marathon, finishing
in 3:51:09. Bob Bezio, 44, was trying the VCM a second time
after struggling with heat-related leg cramps last year. Alas,
he suffered similar problems again this year, but told me he
was determined to finish no matter what and came in under
four hours, 3:58:37. Only six days later he ran an
excellent 10K in Sunderland. He wisely will be trying a cooler fall marathon later this year.

Nick Hopley, 49, has a long streak of sub-3-hour
marathons, usually at Boston. For a variety of reasons, his training was not ideal this year preparing
for Boston. He ran Boston solidly on a warm day
but was still looking for a sub-3 and so decided to
run VCM. Unfortunately, he was not feeling well
on race day. Like Bob, he had to accept the way
the marathon was unfolding and set his mind on
finishing the race the best he could, a respectable
Brian
Sohan
Sohan
3:16:21. Such tenacity! Nick also will be looking
for a fall marathon this year. Other runners from
Sohan ran a cautious, smart race, finishing in 3:14:05 (a
our area ran in the relay. The elder statesmen team of Rich
huge improvement from the year before). After the race, he
Larsen (65), Mike Duffy (65), Graham Warder (57), and Lou
was laying in the grass with not-unexpected leg cramps. The
Disessa (73) won their age group. Shortly before the VCM,
race volunteers suggested he go into the medical tent where
Rich had run an excellent 1:26:41 at the Steel Rail Half Marait was cooler. Once under the tent, he suddenly became dethon in Adams, MA. And not long after the marathon, he won
lirious and was shaking uncontrollably. The medical person- his age group and set an age group record at Mt. Washington.
nel took excellent care of him but could not get him back to
I would sum up the VCM experience in the following way:
normal so sent him by ambulance to the UVM Medical Cenbeautiful views of the lake and mountains, excellent organizater where he quickly returned to baseline, much to his wortion and support, and a satisfying marathon experience. Next
ried dad’s relief. He apparently had an acute hypothermal
year will be the 30th anniversary of the race. I absolutely will
reaction to the cooler temperature in the medical tent. I was
not be running it… unless I change my mind.
very grateful to the Race Director, who personally helped me
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PR Time at the Pound the Pavement Races in Sunderland
by Ben Kimball
Most races around here feature at least some kind of hill.
Even ones down in the real valley towns like Hatfield feature
brief ascents or descents between old floodplain terraces.
Totally flat races are rare birds indeed. Both the 5K and the
10K courses at the brand new Pound the Pavement race in
Sunderland are pancake flat the whole way. PR’s ahoy!
Special shout-out to the organization of this event. It was
created at the last minute but did the details right. It was well
advertised, both in print and on social media, and received a
fair amount of good word-of-mouth ahead of time as a result.
The timing, registration, and safety components were all top
notch, and results were posted promptly, both on-site and
online. Kudos to Craig Reed for making it all happen, and to
Patrick Pezzati for bringing the SMAC mile markers and helping to ensure things went smoothly.

Peter Kennedy, Dave Martula, Mike Murphy, Sarah Nelson,
Kristy Pelletier, Patrick Pezzati, Brian Pickell, JoEllen Reino,
John Reino, Ted Ridout, Cara Rigali, Apryl Sabadosa, Rick
Scott, Carlton “Skip” Soper, Amy Sternheim, Donna Utakis,
Gina Vanasse, and Brian Williams and Kathy Williams. Meanwhile, SMAC racers who did the (equally flat and fast) 5K run
were Gram Pezzati, Colin Reed, and Michael Townsley.

SMAC members who competed in the 10K include Jason
Arble, Mike Barlow, Bob Bezio, Ron Boyden, Sara Chunglo,
Mike Duffy, Stephanie Funk, Bosiljka Glumac, Don Grant,
Janet Grimes, Erin Guzowski, Carla Halpern, Aleks Kajstura,

The Turn It
Up! Guy

Ron Boyden

Jason Arble
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Colin Reed

Kristy Pelletier

Mike Murphy

Janet Grimes

Stephanie Funk

Sara Chunglo
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Race Directing, How Hard Can That Be?
by Tom Davidson, Race Director of the Sawmill Scramble 5K
Back in the spring, I ran a loop through the woods near
my house and the distance came out to nearly that magical
distance of 3.1 miles. It was a good loop, with a mix of ups
and downs. Not too rocky, not too smooth. Just right for a
race, I thought. Next thing I knew I’d given the race a name,
drawn up a flyer, picked a date, and opened registration.
How hard could it be really? I have run hundreds of races
over the years, sent in registrations, followed thousands of
miles of courses, and enjoyed at least most of the minutes of
the whole thing. How hard could it be to be on the other side
of the registration table?
I did the rounds and drummed up a few sponsors; the
local running store and Turn It Up! were both generous in
their support. I posted flyers, I handed out flyers, I rambled
on Facebook and twittered on twitter. As race week dawned
my wife Julie asked how ready I was. Did I have all the things?
Were there people to help? What about water? What about
food? What about timing, parking, first aid, course marking?
Had I thought of it?
I thought, how hard can those be?
By the eve of the race I had all I needed. SMAC was instrumental in the loan of its timing instruments, the USATF
had declared my race fit to be insured, and I had 11 people
pre-registered. I headed out and marked the course and set
out some water. As I made the loop in the dwindling daylight
I realized that I had been right all those weeks before, the
course was terrific. Just a few hours to find out if I was the
only one who thought so.
Race morning (June 3rd) dawned bright and sunny. A
modest but mighty crowd formed and as I said that fateful
word… GO! 18 people raced off onto my course. It was only a
few miles so the wait wasn’t long to cheer the first finishers
and it wasn’t too long before we cheered for the final ones.
The morning wrapped up with cookie medals for all finishers, some words of thanks to the sponsors and volunteers,
and before I knew it the parking lot was empty once again.
That’s when I knew just now hard and how fun it could be to
direct a race.
The inaugural running of the Sawmill Scramble 5K raised
over $300 for the Nature’s Classroom Scholarship Fund at RK
Finn Ryan Road School.
Tom is a longtime SMAC member from Easthampton.
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Diemand Farm Chicken Run 7K (June 4, 2017)
by Ericka Emerson
It doesn’t usually take much to convince me to do a race.
“Hey Ericka, want to do the Bone Frog Challenge?”
I say, “OK.”
“Hey Ericka, want to do Seven Sisters?”
I say, “Sure, why not?”
So when Michael Paulsen asked me to do the Diemand
Farm Chicken Run 7K a week after the Vermont City Marathon, I said: ”Maybe.”
He said, “it’s a trail run.”
“Hmmmm,” I responded.
He said, “there will be beer there.”
“Oh really?” I reply, with more enthusiasm.
He continues, “And it goes to a very good cause: saving
local farms.”
“I’m in!” I exclaim.

The Chicken Run was advertised as a scenic and challenging trail run through Wendell State Forest. It did not disappoint. Despite my legs being a bit tired from the marathon, I
lined up with about forty of my fellow runners at the start. It
was a beautiful course. Dirt fire roads which were shaded by
a canopy of trees took us up a long climb (about 2 miles of a
climb), at which point I did think to myself, ”WHY, Ericka?”
Once I reached the water stop, which was reported to be
at the top of the climb, I realized the stunning beauty of

Start of the Chicken Run 7K. (Photos by Chandra Hancock)
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where I was running: networks of rolling dirt roads, birds
chirping (once I could hear something over my heavy breathing), and lush greenery, and then a gorgeous rock ledge to my
right as we wound our way to the finish. Smiling ear to ear, I
thought to myself, “I am so happy Michael convinced me to
do this!” The course, the environment, fellow racers, and the
enthusiastic volunteers made the race one to remember. I’ll
make sure it’s in my calendar to do again!
Oh yes! And the beer, music, and food, and supporting
the cause of the Mount Grace Land Trust to save local farms
made it one of the best days ever.
Ericka is a SMAC member from Easthampton

SMAC members who raced at the 2017 Diemand Farm Chicken Run 10K included: Garth Shaneyfelt (who won the race in
a time of 28:22), Craig Reed (29:44), Patrick Pezzati (30:38),
Jeff Hansen (32:05), Thor Mead (33:01), Josh Carnes (33:07),
Ben Kimball (33:35), Brian Williams (33:45), Ericka Emerson
(35:19; first woman), Kate Koonz (39:17), Dave Martula
(41:33), Andrea Tehan Carnes (46:29), Kathie Williams
(46:32), Nancy Mead (47:35), and Francia Wisnewski (57:53).
Numerous other members were there volunteering and
cheering as spectators, including Carla Halpern (up near the
halfway point), Gram Pezzati, Chandra Hancock, and Jennifer
Garrett, along with other family members and farm workers.
Results on Coolrunning

Ericka finishing.
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Around the Lake
by Brian Williams
The annual Lake Wyola Road Race is one of my favorites;
small race, great vibe, weird distance (4.7 miles), and an odd
start time for mid-June (10:30? Why not just wait until 2 p.m.
to let the day fully heat up?). It’s great fun to dodge all the
walkers, too – especially the four friends who line up across
the dirt road talking away, oblivious of the huffing runners
pounding their way down the hill and trying to pass them.
It was a warm and slightly humid morning in… where? I
never remember what town Lake Wyola is in; is the town
called Lake Wyola?? No, I am thinking of Lake Pleasant…
wherever we were, a good crowd had gathered for the event.
Kathie and I were a bit on the late side for the event (yes Ron
Boyden, I know you are shocked at this startling news), so we
had little time to get our number bibs and warm up. At the
registration area, I ran into JoEllen Reino and remembered
that she and John Reino had planned to run a triathlon in
Westfield that morning. She looked too fresh and rested, so
obviously they must have slept in and ditched the tri. JoEllen,
of course, cheerfully informed me otherwise. Yes, the mighty
J&J duo had just done the tri and now here they were, ready
for Wyola! Also, now I had a mission!

If I had a shred of pride and dignity, I could not let J&J
finish in front of me and my fresh legs! Wyola starts out
pretty flat as we pass the beach area (note to self: that looks
like a relaxing way to spend a hot Sunday morning) but when
we take that first left the climbing begins and seemingly nev-

er ends, corner after corner of ascent. No sign of J&J so far, all
good. On the steepest and last section of uphill, JoEllen
passed me. This is typical; I start out too fast and she nearly
always passes me. This is bad; I likely have no chance to catch
her on the dirt downhills that await.
I have a tough time on these downhills. I fear the fall!
How fast can/should I run down the steep parts? Someone
told me to lean into them, and I always try but I’m not sure it
helps. JoEllen is still in view. She’s not doing her normal disappearing act in front of me – maybe I have a chance! Those
who say it is all down on the back half of Wyola are spreading
fake news! Those rolling hills are killers. I stop at the second
water stand and walk to drink a full cup of water. This is my
new thing. A little break and I don’t think I lose time; I used to
tell Kathie that she shouldn’t stop at water stands but now I
think she had it right all along (cue Kathie eye roll)!
In the end, I was able to finish just ahead of both J&J, and
Kathie and I both had Wyola PRs – I guess I still have some
dignity. But we all should be very impressed that these two
crazies (I mean intense athletes) had finished a Tri and a road
race before noon on Sunday!
What a fun race – capped off with a free beer at the
Shutesbury (oh yeah!) Athletic Club with a number of fellow
runners; too bad we missed the clown though, right Mike?
Brian is a SMAC member from Hatfield.

Mike Barlow out front at the start; Alejandro Heuck finishes first; J&J done with race #2 before noon. (photos courtesy T. Raffensperger)
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MOUNTAIN LEGENDS: The 2017 Mt. Washington Road Race
by Laure Van den Broeck
Winning the lottery can sometimes leave a person with
mixed feelings, especially if it means you can enter your first
Mount Washington Road Race. (Note: if I get in again next
year, I’ll be very pleased). It’s not the kind of race where
you’d expect to do much actual running, so could it be fun? I
had been up the mountain once before, when it was windy,
and I imagined standing around feeling frozen after finishing
a grueling climb.
Today, June 17th, is an absolutely gorgeous day. The
mountain is shrouded in fog when Tom and I arrive at base
camp with Bridget Macdonald and Justin Fermann. Justin
has kindly volunteered to be our driver today – drivers have
to get up the mountain an hour before the start, then wait
for us to take us back down after the race. Thanks Justin!
The curtains part, and Mt. Washington shows a very
stony face. Even the most badass mountain runners are
swallowing hard when they see it. I’m warming up in the
meadows away from the parking lot, on pretty trails, seeing a
familiar face here and there. Our little neck of the woods has
outstanding runners who will absolutely kill it today: Apryl
Sabadosa, Drew Best, Kelsey Allen, Kim Nedeau. And how

will the people from our team do? We are composed of
SMAC members and non-SMAC-members, and we’ve entered
under the team name Nancy Conz, to honour Nancy, a local
running legend who passed away recently. For quite a few of
us, it’s our first time up the mountain.
Hopefully the Sugarloaf hill training will have toughened
me up a little, plus the long treadmill threshold intervals that
were so boring and that I should have done more of. It’s too
late to do anything now; our drivers are on their way to the
top, and we’re waiting for the gun.
When it goes, there’s a stampede, because this is the only
flat stretch we’ll see for 7.6 miles. The road takes us into the
woods, and the climbing begins. I try to settle in mountaingrinding gear right from the start: a super-slow but steady
pace that will hopefully keep me from burning out too soon.
Folks around me take a different approach: a lot of them run
fast, walk, run fast again. The walk/run method is used even
by some of the top runners, so it works. I’m more of a slow
steady grinder. At mile 3, I’m surprised to find that I’m
actually enjoying this, the rhythm, the super slow and
[Continued next page]

L: Bryant Johnson, Tom Davidson, Eric Ciocca, Laure, Tom Raffensperger. R: Paul Hake and Josh Carnes. (photos courtesy L. Van den Broeck)
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[Mt. Washington, continued from previous page]

constant pace, and I enter a state of zen-like delight that
continues all the way up until we get above the treeline,
where now I get these views that take me even higher.
Patches of snow, mountaintops peaking through the fog, the
wilderness below. Oh my god, it’s beautiful.
Up the dirt road, the mountain finally sinks its teeth in
me and gives me a good shake. For a while now, my body has
been expecting a flat or a downhill where I can recover, and
then it comes, when the road flattens out for a short section.
There is relief, but then – BAM – I hit the wall: the next uphill
comes too soon.
I can’t do it. I have to walk, and I hate it. When running, I
let myself fall forward and take advantage of gravity, but
walking feels heavy and awkward. It’s not much of a recovery
either, I’m breathing almost just as hard as when I’m running.
At mile 6, I decide to take a break by the water stop. I
turn my back on the race and take in the views – they are
something to be happy about. My break lasts just a minute,
but it’s enough to feel a lot fresher, and I can run again. Not
long after, I’m back to walking. There’s an 18% slope that is
impossible to run. I can see further ahead, I’m watching the
runners off in the distance, grinding their way up this neverending slope, and it just looks way too far. It’s ridiculous!
There are still 1.5 miles to go and it seems impossible.
At mile 7, the first spectators appear along the roadside.
My teammate Eric Xiocca passes me with some encouraging
words, and I see him smoke past a lot of people, which does
a lot to spur me on. Come on! I run/walk/stagger through the
last section and then up the final 22% slope leading to the
finish. They could have made it a 7-mile run, leaving out this
most humiliating stretch, but then I’m sure the race wouldn’t
have such wonderful masochist appeal. I finish in 1:46:50, 7th
in my age group (40–44), and I’m happy with that. Perhaps
more importantly, though, I want to do it again – the views
have won it from the suffering!
Some legendary performances on the mountain today:
Local super-runner Richard Larsen kicked every single butt on
the Nancy Conz team, finishing in 1:31:52 and shattering the
record for his age group (65–70) by no less than three
minutes; amazing job, Richard. Bridget Macdonald, Leslie
Charles, Eric Xiocca, Paul Hake, Bryant Johnson, Tom
Davidson, Joshua Carnes, Mark Staples, Tom Van den
Broeck Raffensperger, and Pranee Terry were all current
SMAC members who conquered the mountain.
Let’s get a full SMAC team geared up for next year! We
can enter up to 25 people in a group. If you’re not sure
whether it’s for you, consider this: the oldest runner in this
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race, Mr. George Etzweiler, is 97. At the awards ceremony,
witnessing George get a standing ovation is something I’ll
remember as a very moving moment in my running career.
He tells the crowd he is planning to race Mt. Washington
again, when he’s 100. “And then I can drop dead,” he says.
“Or maybe not. I want to be around when the next president
takes office.” Among the laughter and cheers, I can see a lot
of people here thinking the same thing: to grow old like
George, with a good sense of humor and the strength to run
up mountains. That would be pretty nice.

Spring Shorts!
by Ben Kimball
The Walter Childs Marathon & Half-Marathon took place
on May 7th. In the half-marathon, SMAC was represented by
Sri Bodkhe (1:30:57; 3rd overall) and Karin George (1:50:14),
while Leeann Cerpovicz ran the full marathon (4:20:23).
The Rabbit Run 10K was held on May 20th in New Salem.
SMAC’s Brian Pickell placed 2nd overall with a time of 44:08
(a 7:07 pace), and first woman JoEllen Reino finished eighth
overall with a time of 48:19 (7:47 pace). See the full table of
SMAC finishers in that race on p. 5 of this issue.
On June 3rd, SMAC runners at the first annual Sawmill
Scramble 5K trail race at the Saw Mill Hills Conservation Area
in Northampton included Ross Krause (overall winner in
21:18), coach Leslie Charles (24:56), club president Tom
Raffensperger (27:50), and Pete Kakos (who apparently ran a
few “bonus” miles…), as well as Ashley Krause. Volunteers
behind the scenes included race director Tom Davidson (see
article on p. 9 of this issue) and his son Holden Davidson.
Several tough SMAC members took on the Westfield
Wave Triathlon at 8 a.m. on the morning of June 11. John
and JoEllen Reino, Carrie Stone, and Aleks Kajstura all swam,
biked, and ran their way around (and around and around)
Hampton Ponds State Park in gorgeous, sunny weather. John
and JoEllen even packed up their gear as soon as they finished and headed northeast up to Wyola for round two (see
that race’s recap on p. 11)!
The JCC Father’s Day 10K run in Springfield was packed
with SMAC racers, led by Sohan Tyner (1st place in 38:39.1),
John McCarthy (2nd in 38:51.9), JoEllen Reino (in 45:33.8),
and Cara Rigali (in 55:20.7).
So many more! The Mother’s Day half. Pinelands. Vegan
Power 50K. Greylock. Ragnar Northfield. XTERRA French River
Tri. Weekly series races, etc… we’ve been busy!
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The Brick House 5K in Turners Falls
by Dawn Montague
On June 17th, we held The Brick
House 5K for the second year in a row.
The morning was a little on the misty and
drizzly side for some folks, but the turnout was still a bit larger than the 2016
race. Those of us on the organizing team
were pleased by the friendly and enthusiastic crowd we met at the top of the bike
path by Unity Park.

The impact that The Brick House Community Resource
Center makes is large for youth and families in Turners Falls
and the surrounding towns. Many people know The Brick
House for its youth drop-in center, but staff there also support parents who are struggling to meet their families’ basic
needs. On top of that, the space is frequently used for music
and dance performances. This important organization requires financial support to maintain these services and our
event is only a small bit of support; constant fundraising is
still required.
Like many ideas, this race grew out of a conversation at a
bar. Back in 2015, I was talking with my friend Aric, co-owner
of the Five Eyed Fox, about planning a race as a fundraiser for
The Brick House. He offered to sponsor it in the form of a
free beer (or other beverage) from the Fox for all participants. That sounded like a perfect starting point to me.
Deborah Frenkel, a member of the Board of Directors at
The Brick House (and new SMAC member!), joined me to coorganize the race. Many people helped us along the way, in
the form of advice and/or sponsorships.
Jason Brown and Aya Yamasaki, who work as Opertura,
donated the poster art for the race. As an aside: Jason was

the first-place finisher in the 2016 race
with a time of 18:08.
SMAC has been a huge help, loaning us
equipment and expertise in both years.
Ron Hebert allowed us to borrow The Big
Clock, which many runners have reported
being inspired by when they see it ahead
at the finish line. There’s also something
about the solid “clack” the numbers make
when changing that is both motivating and reassuring.
The nearly flat course is a fast one. There isn’t much
shade, though; this can present a challenge if it’s a very sunny
day, but the clouds were on our side this year. This year’s
winner was Elizabeth Devine of Shutesbury at 21:45, followed
by the race co-director Deborah Frenkel of Lake Pleasant in
22:30. Matt Peabody of Phillipston took 3rd place overall, and
was the first male finisher with a time of 22:42. In the nonbinary gender/genderqueer category, James Shultis took the
prize in a time of 33:00. Of particular note: 7 of the top 10
finishers were women.

Prizes included items donated by our excellent sponsors,
including kombucha from the Artisan Beverage Cooperative
(donation facilitated by SMAC member Garth Shaneyfelt), gift
certificates to Turners Falls establishments The Rendezvous,
Nina’s Nook, and LOOT Found + Made, plus some unique
handmade art. We were lucky to have a large crew of energetic and friendly volunteers registering runners, staffing the
course, and timing the finishers. We can’t wait to plan next
year’s race!
Dawn is a SMAC member who lives in Turners Falls.

Top: Start of the race. Bottom: First-place finisher Elizabeth Devine. (photos courtesy of The Brick House)
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Shelter Island 10K and the “Rule of 145”
by Barry Auskern
The Shelter Island 10K in New York is held on perhaps the
most scenic six miles of running anywhere on the east coast. I
won’t say it’s the most beautiful course anywhere in the U.S.,
but that’s because I’m sure that there’s some Rocky Mountain 10K with views of snow-covered peaks and majestic alpine valleys. However, if you’re looking for a competitive race
in the Northeast, this beautiful course features views of the
bay, sailboats in the harbor, and immaculately landscaped
grounds. The race is very well organized, and unlike many of
the newer races that have sprung up over the past few years,
the course is entirely closed to traffic.
If you’re a “cold weather” runner, the only downside is
that the 10K is typically held on a hot and muggy weekend in
late June. This year’s version lived up to tradition. While the
temperature was fairly mild (72–73 degrees at the start), the
humidity was well up into the 90s. And this is where the
“Rule of 145” comes into play.

The gun went off at 5:30 p.m. on the dot. Even though I
took off at a conservative pace, within a mile I was absolutely
drenched with sweat. Somewhere around the 2½-mile mark I
saw a runner ahead of me suddenly slow down and start
walking. And I could tell from their breathing that many of
the nearby runners were working hard to maintain their
pace. I was in 152nd place at the 5K mark (Shelter Island
times its runners at the halfway point) and felt like I was still
running within myself.

The second half of the course is not as hilly as the first
(though “hilly” is a relative term; by western Massachusetts
standards, this course is “gently rolling”), but there are a few
subtle uphill grades that require all your attention. Runners
seemed to be slowing down, and at around the 3.5-mile mark
I saw a second runner come to a complete halt. I picked my
pace up a bit and began to pass people.

The last quarter-mile of the race follows the grassy peMany years ago, a study was conducted to see if race dirimeter of a ball field, and with 200 meters to go I saw anothrectors could predict when runners would start needing meder runner stagger and collapse on the grass, entirely spent. I
ical services either during or after a race. The researchers
had enough energy to sprint the last straightaway to the finfound that they couldn’t predict this from simply looking at
ish line, and all things considered, was happy with my finish. I
temperature or humidity alone. But
was the 110th finisher, meaning I had
when the sum of the temperature and
passed 42 runners over the second half
humidity exceeded 145, a significant
of the course. I may not have run par“With just 200 meters to go,
portion of runners started to experiticularly fast, but I had certainly run a
I saw another runner stagence weather-related stress.
smart race. I think that because I had
respected the “Rule of 145,” I was able
ger and collapse on the
So I did a little math prior to the
to finish with a smile on my face and
race (held on Saturday, June 17th), and
grass, entirely spent...”
not wind up as others did in the postknew that the race-day forecast of 72race medical area.
degree temps plus 90+ percent humidity was going to place the “suffer index” well above 160. UnThe race is a highly competitive one. Edwin Rotich (29:28)
der these conditions my pre-race strategy is to try to not foand Gotyton Gebreslare (32:06) were first male and female
cus on maintaining a certain pace or hitting a particular finish
finishers. About a mile back was 60-year-old Joanie Benoittime. Instead, I would just think about running conservatively
Samuelson, who finished in 39:38. If you’re looking for a fast
and trust that I would pick runners off during the second half
race that’s not too far away, that is organized with clockwork
of the race. (Marathoners, this is an especially valuable tip for
precision, that features a scenic and gently rolling course, and
the longer events.) Now that’s tough to do when you have
that will likely have a “suffer index” of well above 145 (giving
had a “goal time” in mind, but I told myself that I was going
you ample opportunity to “run smart”), put the Shelter Island
to go out much slower than I normally would, and that if I
10K on your bucket list.
were patient and waited, eventually my race strategy would
pay off.
Full 2017 Shelter Island 10K Results
I happened to run into Bill Rodgers at the starting line
and we chatted about the humidity and the toll it was going
to take. I didn’t tell him about my race strategy or the “Rule
of 145” because I didn’t want to give him any advantages!
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Barry is a longtime SMAC member and coaches the Wednesday
night track workouts at Deerfield Academy. He ran his first crosscountry race over 40 years ago, and is still racing today.
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Surviving Natural Selection on Block Island
by Stephanie Funk
I am sometimes amazed that the human species has not
only survived, but proliferated. I’m convinced there is some sort
of amnesia endorphin in us that allows women to give birth, not
once, but multiple times, one that blocks out how truly awful
childbirth was. It also is why people decide to run in marathons,
half marathons, and trail races because you forget how awful
the race really was.
The world is also full of Darwin Award candidates, those
unfortunate ones who regularly make the headline on your Yahoo or MSN page. Surely we must be smarter than that?
Apparently not.
I smiled at the young girl who studiously scanned the list of
runners, searching for my last name. All of maybe 13, she exuded a shy nervousness as she flipped through the multi-page list
of the runners registered for the Shad Bloom 10K on Block Island, RI.
“Frank?” Her finger stabbed on a line.
“No, Funk… F-U-N-K.”
A woman from my generation smiled at me and bent over
the girl’s shoulder. “Here,” she said, pointing to a line.
“Okay! Stephanie?”
“Yes.”
She crossed out the line and handed me a medium shirt and
a bib with number 61 on it. And just like that, I was registered
for my first 10K, registered for my first trail run, and in the running for my first Darwin Award.
The race had been one I had been aware of, at least tangentially, for years. A Block Island staple, it takes place every spring
in May, when the shad trees paint the island white. My husband
and I have had a long-standing love affair with Block Island,
coming out for several weeks each year for the past 20 years.
We’ve traveled across the sound to this little island in seasons
ranging from high summer to Thanksgiving and New Year’s. Despite all the weeks we’ve spent on the island, I had never seen it
wearing its shad blossom mantle, something that is considered a
noteworthy event.
As a runner, I am a neophyte. As my age crept up, so did the
numbers on my scale. For years, I deluded myself that I was going to avoid the inevitable middle-aged spread through some
magical process of a special metabolism. But lo and behold, like
a tub of oily margarine, it found my butt and thighs and spread.
So, in 2015, as the scales tickled over the absolute genius IQ
range, I went on a diet, shedding thirty of those pounds like a
bad boyfriend. There was one minor problem: I like to eat, and
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eat more than just a few tablespoons of lettuce and glasses of
water, so once the weight was off, I had to find a new strategy.
“I think I will become a runner!” That sounded easy: I’d
done the hard part already by losing the weight. I pictured myself gliding over sun-drenched roads, my legs long and lean like
the sculpted physiques I saw on the runner’s magazines. And
runners could eat anything they wanted to! I had been halfassed jogging on a treadmill for years; how hard could it possibly
be to transition into actual road running?

(I can hear you real runners laughing out there.)
But I needed a plan, something to make me do this. Because
at age 54, I knew damn well my resolve would probably fade
around, oh, the second workout or so. So I trapped myself. I
entered in a 5K Turkey Trot in my hometown some two months
out. I could probably run three miles, right? This would make
me train.
Ha, ha, ha, yeah, right. I think I ran on the road like four
times before that first race. I got myself up to two miles. Race
day came, and I felt like a fraud wearing a bib and an event shirt.
What the hell was I doing here when I could be out getting donuts at Adam’s Donuts?
Well, there was one teeny, tiny thing I hadn’t counted on. I
am competitive as hell, always have been. When they yelled
“Go” and the wave of people surged forward, something reared
up in me; that demon that screams, “Go, go, go, go, go, win,
win, win, win, win!”
And go I did, as much as an out of shape, untrained, aging
woman could waddle along. I wasn’t totally stupid; I listened to
my body and broke to a walk several times when I felt like I was
pushing myself over the edge. And I finished in the respectable
time of 37:37. Respectable 10K time, that is.
And it was hilariously, stupid fun. So much so I signed up
that afternoon for another race, the Block Island Turkey Trot 5K
on Thanksgiving weekend in two weeks’ time. And I started
training, this time for real. The Block Island race was even more
fun than the first one and, notably, I shaved off three minutes
and ran the entire thing.
Dang! I could be a real runner, a competitive one! All I had
to do was shave another 12 minutes or so off my 5K times and I
might be at the front of my age group.
As the winter progressed, I continued to run steadily and my
race times began to drop. I ran in 30 mph winds when I couldn’t
breathe, studded my shoes when ice made the footing treacherous, and discovered packed snow worked muscles like shifting
[Continued next page]
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sand. I ran in the stupidest conditions you can imagine. And I
began to actually like training runs. As my fitness increased, I
began to experience runner’s high.
Now I was totally hooked.
By New Year’s Day I was down to a 32 and change for a 5K.
In March, at a blisteringly cold WAMDA run I was down to 31:01
for the 3.1 miles, on a flat course. By the Daffodil 5K in April, I
was down to a 31:01, on a hilly course.
I had picked up coaching from a friend who is a professional
runner (professional runners? who knew?). He optimistically
told me he could get me down to a 27 mark once I was trained.
And somehow he has also convinced me he can have me fit
enough to run a half marathon by the fall, so in my bear trap
mindset I’ve already signed up for the Happy Valley half in October. That means I have to do it now.
All of this led me to here, to Block Island, and the scene of
my Darwin Award attempt.
Of course this race was a natural to enter. My favorite
place, a weekend to myself, and my first 10K. Like the gilded lily
vision I had of running in beautiful conditions when I started, I
pictured this race as cruising over high ocean bluffs, with blue
sky and green grass, the shad trees carpeting the hollow in
white while a mellow sun warmed my shoulders.
I was partially right about that; there were ocean views,
bluffs, and white trees.
Here’s a little background about the location. Block Island is
located some 13 miles off the Rhode Island coast. Shaped like a
pork chop with a harbor in the middle (I was once told the outline actually looks like a backpacker taking a leak off of a rock)
the island’s natives have worked diligently to preserve character
and open space. As a result, there are no chain stores, no fast
food, and lots of preserved land set aside for public use.
There are greenway trails that crisscross the entire island, in
swaths of acreage set aside for preservation. Rodman’s Hollow
is a natural feature set on the southeastern side of the island. It
is an enormous swale really, a wrinkled sinkhole that extends
south to the ocean. Fearing the area would become rife with
McMansions, the Block Island Conservation Commission obtained the entire piece and set it aside.
The coastline there is dramatic high bluffs overlooking the
Atlantic. The dunes are coated with wild roses and daisies in the
spring. Bank swallows nest in high rise colonies as terns and
gulls swoop over the beaches below.
I am quite familiar with this section of the island; my husband and I come here to our secret spot to swim. It involves
travel down a deteriorating road and a mad scramble down 50+
feet of bluff. And it is so worth it.
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I know this area, which means I had no excuse for underestimating it. I know what the paths through the hollow are like.
But, you know, for this race surely they will be different… right?
My first clue should have been obvious in the pre-entries.
There were only three local people entered out of the 124 registrants. To be sure, there were race-day entries, but by and large
every other pre-registered runner was from someplace else.
The next sign of trouble began early in the week as mutterings of a rare May nor’easter began to circulate. By Friday, they
were making dire pronouncements. I obsessively checked the
weather, watching as the start time for the heavy rain moved to
1 p.m., which coincidentally was also the race start time.

Race day dawned under leaden skies, the ocean glowing like
pewter under sullen clouds. Classic storm-coming-in weather.
I stopped in the lobby of the Neptune House timeshare to
chat with Samantha and the rest of the gang. Of course, the incoming storm was a topic of great interest to them all. They
spoke of how it was going to get really bad by early afternoon.
In the course of the conversation, I mentioned I was running the Shad Bloom 10K.
“When is that?” Sam asked.
“Today.”
Her jaw dropped. “Today?”
“Yeah. It starts at one.”
“One? Oh my God, that’s when this storm’s going to start!”
“Yeah. I’m thinking it will be fun on top of the bluffs in the
hollow.”
In unison, Sam and the other two said, “That’s going to
suuuuuck!” I started laughing, because what else are you going
to do?
Sam went, “Oh man, listen, if it’s really bad, you call me and
I’ll come get you. I’m not kidding. You don’t want to be in Rodman’s Hollow in a nor’easter! Do you know how bad the footing
will be?”
True friends. They help you bury the bodies and try to talk
you out of this foolishness.
But try as you might, you can’t save me from myself.

I had my doubts when I lined up with the other 100 plus
runners in front of the Block Island school. The rain was slow in
coming; patches of watery sun broke through periodically. The
wind was steadily rising, making the 50-degree static temp chilly. I thought about wearing a long-sleeve tee, but thankfully opted for a tech shirt and a light water-resistant shell instead.
[Continued next page]
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The runners came from all walks. There were serious ones
in their high-tech gear, kids in their shorts and sneakers. Couples
in matching Under Armour coats lined up next to college students in cotton shorts and tee shirts. One guy sported a mohawk, gauged ears, a tattered flannel shirt, and denim shorts,
with battered sneakers that looked like his everyday wear. Of
course he dusted me, and probably most of the rest also.
After some incomprehensible gibberish through a megaphone, the people in front of me surged forward down the
driveway of the school.
I was officially in my first 10K.
I had looked at the course and had tried to learn some
things about it. One feature everyone was speaking of was The
Wall, which you would encounter at mile 4. The race organizers
described it like it was picturesque; a singletrack trail that zigzagged up a steep section. I pictured the many stone walls that
crisscrossed the island lining a trail with a row of runners ascending in grim determination. It didn’t sound that horrid.
I also noticed that we had very little road running on this.
Now I have trained exclusively on the road so far. I had wanted
to run the Tuesday night cross-country 5K in Florence but my
coach warned me not to until the footing was better. The risk of
injury was too high, he said. So this was also my first trail race.

Coach’s instructions were to run a structured race, with
11:30 for my first three miles, then drop to 11:00 for two miles,
and 10:30 for the sixth mile. The last 0.2 would be all I had.

These times and this distance were by now well within
range for me. I am up to 8 miles on the road, with a longdistance pace of 11 and change and a 9:30 to 10:30 when running three miles. But I looked at the map and decided to make
an adjustment. Most of the race would be cross country, an unknown. So my plan changed to run a slightly brisker pace, like
10:30 on the road sections and whatever I could do without killing myself on the trails.
Yeah, okay. Best laid plans and all.
Of course, as always seems to happen to me at race starts,
no matter how far back I begin everyone seems to fly past me.
Runners draw away effortlessly as I trundle along in the dust. I
couldn’t keep the pace I was trying for; I kept getting sucked
into going faster than I wanted to. I kept glancing at my watch:
9:55, 9:10, 8:45.
For me, this was too fast too early for this distance, and yet
I was fighting against getting left behind. It took a Herculean
effort but I made myself slow to 10:30.
The first mile plus was rolling dirt road, with shifting sand
and potholes. It was relatively flat, so at mile two I was able to
settle into a steady rhythm, I got that deep breath that signifies
my body has resigned itself to more of this idiocy the brain demands of it. If only it knew what was to come.
We pounded down Payne Road and onto Mohegan Trail for
a short paved stint before hooking down Snake Hole Road. You
not only run down Snake Hole, you also disappear down the
rabbit hole at this point; this is the road that leads you into Rodman’s Hollow.
The sky was sinking down overhead
as we ran through the huge dips in the
sandy road—dips about to be filled to
the brim with water. To our left the
ocean churned steel blue under low
clouds, the wind bringing salt to my already stinging eyes. It was classic
oceanside; the trees aren’t very tall
there, shorn down by relentless wind.
Near the edge of one tall bluff, I
caught a momentary glimpse of the
wind farm off the island’s coast, the five
turbines spinning before the storm.
Then we plunged into a tunnel of low
trees. The road twisted and turned, with
massive water-filled swales bisecting it
at regular intervals. A left followed by a
right took us off the decaying road and
into singletrack trails.
[Continued next page]
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The Running Life
[Block Island, continued from previous page]

Here the woods gave way to high grassy fields topping the
bluffs. The rising wind was whipping the already long grass,
threatening to dislodge my hat. Ahead of me I could see brightly
colored dots as runners wound up and down the hills. To my
left, the sullen ocean crashed against the beach far below mist
rising up from the waves—picturesque if you could look at it
without tripping and face planting. Around me the land lay in
wrinkled folds, the wooded areas bright with shad blossoms.
It was tough to see it, though, with the amount of sweat
trickling into my eyes.
My left knee began to complain. It doesn’t like hills, not at
all. Hill training was something I really should have done more of
for this, but I hadn’t because my knee didn’t like it.
Like I said; neophyte and all.
I decided to listen to my body. I slowed to a fast power walk
up steeper hills, like I did in my first race where I slowed when I
had to.
The grumbling knee subsided a bit.
But that wasn’t the only challenge. Each ascent had a descent, a descent often lined with sandy, crumbly, rocky footing.
Steep downhill grades that ran down narrow paths through the
woods, filled with exposed tree roots and narrow ruts that
begged to swallow your ankle—hell your entire body—whole.
I pushed on, found a rhythm. Power walk or slow jog up the
ascents, followed by either leaping descents if safe or careful
tiny steps if not down the other side. Mile three came and went.
At mile 3.63, I encountered a steep hill.
“This must be The Wall,” my mind confidently told me.
I power walked up it, feeling a mild burn in my calves, my
breathing increasing but not uncomfortably so. Hitting the top, I
fist pumped. “Yeah!” My mind jubilantly told me, “You just killed
The Wall!”
I picked up the pace, comfortable now that the worst obstacle was behind me. I charged up a grassy path through the
woods and leapt over the top into the descent. The footing was
good here, and I was warmed into it and ready to make up time
wherever I could.
Through the flowered tree branches something didn’t look
right. It was darker green and brown. I had a moment’s realization that whatever it was towered over my head before I broke
out of the trees at the bottom of it and looked up… way up.
“Oh crap!”
This, THIS was The Wall. It rose up at a 25% grade, so steep I
could barely walk it. And it went up for God knows how high.
This had to be the navel of the hollow, the absolute lowest
point. What sadistic person designed this trail course I don’t
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know, but I am convinced it is a trap for the non-locals. They
were probably sitting at the top in their lawn chairs with beers,
cackling and taking bets as they watched us drop like flies.
Holy mother of God it was a horrible hill.
I tried; I really did, to semi run or at least power walk up it. I
got about three strides. My knee woke up with a start. “What
the hell is wrong with you? Don’t you know you’re a middleaged woman who should be eating donuts?” it screamed. “I didn’t ask to come along for this!”
I slowed to a walk, them damn near a crawl. My heart rate
climbed into the range that would make a respectable Dow
Jones average gain. I was not alone in this, either. I had four runners close by, all slowed to a crawl.
“This sucks!” panted a woman in a bright green jersey.
“Oh my God, I can barely walk this!” I managed to gasp out.
“Yeah, me too.” The man behind her wore a cycling jersey
and wore muddy bright orange shoes.
“Just think,” I said as I glanced at my watch, “The winners
are done already.”
“Yeah, done and drinking rum.”
“Don’t get fooled at the top,” the woman said, “it levels and
then it starts up again. Man, this sucks!”

“You’ve run this before?”
“Oh yeah, three times now.” (There’s that endorphin that
makes you forget how horrid it is.)
My calves were burning like molten lava when I reached the
promised leveling out. Glancing back, I could see we had
climbed probably the equivalent of a two-story building at least.
Looking ahead, I saw more to come. Taking a deep breath, I
plunged forward again, convinced I was well on my way to a
helicopter ride out and my own Darwin award as my heart exploded inside my body. Every horrid story I had ever read about
people dying during exercise ran through my mind as my eyes
began to pulse in time to my heart. And still I clambered on,
doggedly determined to make it up the entire thing.
A funny thing happens to your body when you push it this
far. It adapts, or maybe it just gives up or something. Whatever
it was, after The Wall I felt like everything was loosened up.
Even my knee had gone silent. It was probably packing its clothing and preparing to run away from home.
As I crested the final rise, I staggered for a few steps and
then began to shuffle back up into a ragged jog. I probably resembled something from “The Walking Dead.” Judging by the
ragged breathing I was hearing behind me, I wasn’t alone in this.
Slowly my heart calmed down and my pace increased.
[Continued next page]
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My pace started to drop again, from 22:25 when climbing
The Wall to 14:00 to 12:20. Not terribly fast, but enough to keep
the buzzards from coming down to investigate me.
We climbed and descended hills. We ran across more grassy
meadows and over wobbly boards laid across mud in the low
places. At regular intervals, we jumped or scrambled over stone
walls. All the while, the light faded as the wind increased.
It became a race against the weather.
As we emerged from Rodman’s Hollow, I was cheered by
the sight of a young family who stood at the entrance to the
path, clapping and cheering. Mom, dad, infant in a stroller, and
a toddler who cheered and waved mightily. And I was even
more cheered by the sight beyond them; pavement, beautiful
pavement! I almost jumped over the cute toddler in my eagerness to reach firm footing.
I never thought pavement would feel physically good, but
this felt spectacular. Oh my goodness, this was wonderful!
But we weren’t done with the trails, oh no of course we
weren’t. A directional arrow pointed to the left, seemingly into a
gravel road. As I started towards it, the kids stationed at the
water stop shouted and gestured towards the wall… and the
narrow wooden style you had to climb over.

I climbed the steep stairs and descended into more wooded
paths, more boards in swampy areas, more hills, and more
meadows. At mile five I decided my body had gone to lunch,
leaving me behind. I poured more into it.
We jumped over another low stone wall, something that
had regularly impeded our path throughout the race. But this
one, this one was different… dare I believe it? I spied the dirt
road that marked the road to the finish. As mile 6 buzzed on my
watch, my feet hit the sand.
“Give it all you got,” my coach had instructed me for the last
0.2. I had envisioned a burst of energy, a sprint to the finish, a

strong ending. I sent the message to my legs.
“Ha ha ha,” they replied.
“No, c’mon guys, really, it’s only two tenths of a mile. You
can do this!”
“Did you listen to us when we told you not to do this? Uh, no!”
“Come on, guys! Please?”
“Bite me,” was their succinct reply.
Grimly, I increased my pace from a fast shuffle to a turbo
waddle. Sweat pooled in my eyes. My gaze locked on the Sneero
timing van that marked the finish line, surrounded with bright
orange cones. I could read the numbers on the clock; 1:14:57,
1:14:58, 1:14:59. I willed my recalcitrant body to go faster,
kicked up the turbo waddle a notch.
I crossed the line right at 1:15:05, a very respectable time…
for a half marathon.
Son of a gun… I had run my first 10K. And despite my best
effort, I wasn’t being loaded into the waiting ambulance. The
first wind-whipped raindrops sprayed my face as I sat gasping
for air on a boulder that lined the street. And even more incredible; there were still people crossing the finish line; I hadn’t been
dead last. Pretty dang close, but not quite the last one.
I spoke to my legs again.

“So what did you think about that? Think we could get with
the program and do better at this next year?”
“Your call cannot be completed as dialed,” they replied.
“Please check your number and try again.”
Yeah, yeah. You guys can’t fool me.

I Facetimed my husband that night, told him about the race
and what it was like. He brought up The Wall.
“So? How was it? The Wall?”
“Oh man, I couldn’t believe how bad it was coming out of
Rodman’s Hollow. It was awful. I thought my heart was going to
explode. This was the hardest race I have ever done. That was
nuts! I could barely crawl up that hill, let alone run it. Whoever
designed this course is a sadist.”
We talked for a while longer, and then he asked, “So are
you going to do this next year?” I could hear the amusement in
his voice, the certainty that my reply would be negative.
“Oh hell yeah! In fact, I’m already entered in the 15K out
here in September.”
And somewhere in the cosmos, Darwin laughed.
Stephanie is a SMAC member from Greenfield.
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Far-Flung Fun Run

Armstrong Redwood 17K
by Dave Martula
I recently had the opportunity to do a trail run while on
vacation in California.
We were in Guerneville (pronounced “Gurnville,” NOT
“Gurneeville”) one Friday morning with our CA friends, walking through a “young” redwood forest preserve (one with
redwoods under 1,500 years in age). While taking separate
trails than us, my wife Tanyss and her friends ran into a gentlemen putting streamers on small trees and plants. When
asked what he was doing, he replied that he was preparing a
race course to be run the following day. Tanyss said, “my husband runs,” and so he invited me, through her, to join in the
fun the next day.
The event was the Armstrong Redwoods Trail Races. I
quickly researched the distances offered and decided to take
it easy (and not spend a lot of time away from family and
friends) by running the 17K distance. That was wise since I
discovered that the start was a 1,500 climb over a couple of
miles. And there was another climb of roughly 2,000 feet later on. Other distances were 30K and 50K. Ah, California!

Being a wimp on trails, I was fortunate to be running on
the west Coast where trails, for the most part, are less technical than they are back East. (see course map)
However, I was more concerned about rattlesnakes. Let it
be said I saw none, in spite of the fact that we were warned
three times. Mostly it was just rangers doing their due diligence. In fact, one volunteer who has lived in the area for 12
years said she saw a rattler only once during that time. Again,
I am a wimp!
Not worrying too much about performance, I was able to
enjoy the experience for the most part, despite all the climbing. No one knew my reputation. I just looked the geezer
part. And being the only male runner over 60, I easily took
first prize in my age-group category.

This race is part of the
Pacific Coast Trail Run Series

Dave lives in Hadley and is SMAC’s club Treasurer

Illustration by Don Grant (reprinted with permission)
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The Running Life

Under One Sun
by Jeanne LaPierre

Along the Rio Grande. (Photo by Jeanne LaPierre)

The jagged mountains faded from view as we descended
into the valley, valley so low. I could not hear the train blow
because my head was exploding. We’d driven for four hours,
past pumpjacks jigging up and down like mechanical insects,
to check in at the lodge in the remote Chisos Mountains of
West Texas. I turned the knob on the car AC to eleven while
listening to radio ads for roustabouts and the daily Rig Report. A fire burned in Juniper Canyon below the lodge at Big
Bend National Park Village where we had reservations and I
had plans for a few scenic busting trail runs in the hills. As a
winter-weary New Englander, I was ready for an adventure in
a region once populated by dinosaurs.
The fire threat forced the evacuation of all tourists before we even checked in. We scurried to secure lodging at
the closest motel outside the park. I shivered under an oppressive sense of foreboding, or maybe it was the AC.
Parched desert, stretched out like a pancake bubbling in the
arid air. The only sounds were shingles being shoveled from
the roof of our temporary accommodations. Still, we were
fortunate. Free ice. Air conditioning. A new roof.
While running is the most portable of sports, a determining factor is the pace of the place. What looked feasible from
the satellite views now seemed untenable. Plan B devolved
into un-Planned C.
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Big Bend Desert. (Photo by J. LaPierre)

A motivational guru might tell me to marry the truth. I
felt the truth and it felt hot enough to bake a cake.
The summer sun filtered through the white netting of the
tobacco field. I was thirteen, working my first real job based
in Western Massachusetts. The girls tied the seedlings while,
in another field, the boys scooted on their butts up the rows,
succoring the sticky plants. On occasion, someone would
faint from the heat or lack of water. Our only shade was beside a barn during lunch break. We labored for the welfare of
the crop and a small paycheck based on farming wage. My
mentality was built upon discipline and endurance. If I had
had a choice whether to work on a tobacco farm, I was not
informed. And once a week, at day’s end, after a nap, I ran
the Highland Pond Summer Series in Greenfield, by choice.
What is the justification and rationale behind doing a
thing you don’t need to do other than you get a notion and
decide to go for it because, hey, why not? I recently read
about a guy in his forties who decided to learn how to dunk a
basketball. His mission consumed 363 days. Decision made,
this quixotic goal ushers in the creep, the creep of all the stuff
that starts to get in the way like hurdles, obstacles, circumstances, limits – physical and mental. With each new layer of
complication, you fail to consider what drives you to dogged[Continued next page]
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[Under One Sun, continued from previous page]

ly, sometimes blindly continue because the initial reason was
only “why not?” Substitute perseverance for “continuing”
and it’s easy to justify running in the desert heat, alone, in
the dark, in a strange and curious location. But I couldn’t do
it. Piss and vinegar be damned.
Back at the desert motel as I sank into the soft mattress, I
recalled the Boston Marathon of 2004 when record highs for
that April day were the demise of many a runner. I’d ripped
off the pace bracelet at the Wellesley scream tunnel beneath
the blazing Beantown sun. I wanted to survive my first Boston and remember it, if not fondly, at least as evidence that I
knew how to handle myself in extreme conditions.
This was a hiking vacation with family and that we did,
valiantly. I was the only runner. We rose before dawn to investigate the scorching canyon trails bordering the Rio
Grande, a short wade into Mexico. The cooler mountain hikes
were still off limits. By sunrise, the heat began its miserable
march of the degrees, hitting the low 100’s by noon. That
pesky little gnat of a thought kept buzzing around my brain
and it was calling me a wimp. Racing in extreme conditions
had been a choice but this was not a race. Studies say that
managing adversity requires resilience. Something was missing: my bouncy shoes and a Zen state of mind.

prepared for the Chihuahuan Desert version of Badwater.
Still, cacti thrived, expressing their potential after a quenching rain. Nature is a subtle teacher. Be patient like the cacti,
little grasshopper. Listen to your heartbeat. Hear the birds,
hear the water. Hear me sigh.
With two days left, the mountain lodge re-opened. Two
thousand feet above the canyons, the air was refreshingly
cool. The dawn sun cast a pinky glow as I ran to the
campground recently vacated by the hot shots and fire
crews. The rocky ground crunched with each foot plant.
Prickly pear cactus bloom. A Mexican black bear (a once
threatened species) meandered across the trail, craning its
head in my direction and then moving on.
Enterprising runners with motivation, ability, and the energy to endure can make the most of any circumstances. Apparently, I had my limits. Sometimes requirements include
not only a pair of trail shoes, but safety and sanity. Erring on
the side of prudence, I decided against running in the arid
heat from the motel, in a place of poisonous snakes, stinging
scorpions, and the occasional but rare mountain lion. But this
is a new day. Enveloped in the desert dust, I plod. At last that
thing so lodged in my craw was freed. Giddy up.

In a scene from the documentary “Running on the Sun,” a
man runs in a rain suit (think plastics, Benjamin), on a treadmill with the duct from the dryer pointed at his chest. He was
prepping for Badwater, the 135-mile endurance event
through Death Valley. In the biblical realm, the desert is a
place of spiritual awakening. In the pagan sense, it hosts
Burning Man in the Black Rock desert of Nevada. I was illJeanne LaPierre joined SMAC in the mid-seventies. She is proud to
be a member of a club that persists in its mission to support runners
of all abilities while nurturing the younger runners in the profound
and lasting benefits of the sport.

Trail Tidbit
July is deerfly season in western MA, especially on gravelly trails
and along dirt roads. They are the third member of our trinity of
irksome bugs, along with mosquitoes and blackflies. They will
start to fade by August, but in the meantime try attaching a double-sided patch of duct tape to the top of your running cap. You
can also seek windier days in July. And… there’s always cycling.

Mexican Black Bear. (Photo by Jeanne LaPierre)
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Reviews

Hoka Challengers
Shoe Review by Ben Kimball
No hyperbole: Hokas may have saved my running career.
They looked like clown shoes to me at first, but before long
the appearance meant little and the comfort of the cushioning stood out as the top attribute.
At Jeff Hansen’s recommendation, I bought my first pair
—the Challenger ATR—one day at the Northampton Running
Company (now Marathon Sports). They were essentially the
same shoe as the popular Clifton model but with a slightly
more aggressive tread for trails. At the time, I was recovering
(as often seems to be the case) from both a metatarsal stress
fracture and a persistently nagging Achilles strain.
Since the shoe came with what seemed like several extra
inches of heel cushioning, I was able to alter my stride a little
bit. Just the right amount, I think. A forefoot strike fell back
to midfoot (and even a heel strike on downhills) without any
discomfort or joint pounding. This slight shift took stress off
the balls of my feet and reduced strain on my Achilles tendon. Within a few weeks both injuries had grown less painful.
I realize this is just one anecdotal episode and I’m very wary
of attributing too much causality without actual proof or evidence, but it’s hard for me to dismiss the coincidence.
So now I’m running in the follow-up model, the Hoka
Challenger ATR 2. And I can’t speak highly enough about it.
Little things that had bugged me about the previous version
were addressed. A small amount of extra padding was added
to the uppers, particularly on the tongue, making the fit considerably more comfortable right out of the box.
Others have complained that the toe box is now too narrow, but for me it fits perfectly. Up to now, I’ve always run in
ASICS (which have a reputation for being narrow in the forefoot) because they fit my feet like gloves—really comfy foot
gloves. So if you’re a fellow narrow-foot type, you’re in luck.

For extra support, I added a pair of blue Superfeet inserts
in place of the passable but fairly flimsy default ones, and
that seems to be going well. No rub spots or chafing (though
I’d recommend making your first run with any inserts be on
the shorter side, just to be safe).
The shoes are versatile. I wear them on both road and
trail and the grip feels good all around. I suppose time will
soon tell whether they’re good in hot weather. As for overall
durability, I’m still assessing that. My first pair of Hokas lasted
over 400 miles. When the newer pair got to 150 miles I noticed some disappointing tearing of fabric at the bend between midfoot and the toes, both on the inside and outside
of the uppers; not thrilled about that.
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Of course, I still injure myself when I over-train or don’t
stretch properly (two shamefully common phenomena). The
Hokas don’t make me run any faster. They can’t make me
seem intelligent. They do not regrow hair in my bald spot.
And the whales still need saving. So no, they’re not miracle
shoes. But by golly they do seem to come pretty close. At the
moment, it seems they’re just what I need.

Mini Movie Review: Finding Traction
The 2014 documentary Finding Traction tells the story of ultrarunner Nikki Kimball’s attempt to set the speed
record on the 273-mile Long Trail in Vermont. She ran
from north to south (Canada to Williamstown, MA), and
was aided by a support crew of cooks, medics, and pacers
who tracked her in a pack of vehicles. There are several
gorgeous shots of the trail, and of her running out west.
There’s even some night footage. It’s not about the scenery though; it’s about Nikki and her journey.
The film is not uplifting; the viewer witnesses Nikki‘s
physical and emotional breakdowns firsthand, and there
are clearly some torturous depression demons at work.
Of course you have to have compassion, but it’s not easy
watching/hearing someone say, “I want to die.” Toward
the end, the focus seems to shift from her run to the Girls
on the Run organization (gender equality is a key theme);
I wasn’t sure if that was by design or more of a storytelling necessity, but it did serve to brighten things up a bit.
Ultimately, the takeaway lesson may be about braving
tough challenges and persevering through setbacks.
[55 minutes; available on Netflix and Amazon, etc.]
Here is a much more in-depth review at irunfar.com
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Cross-Country

Thirty Years of Weekly 5K Cross-Country Races in Northampton
by Tom Van Den Broeck Raffensperger
who know her; she’s fast!), and she consistently ran in the grass alongside the
trail rather on the trail itself. She still
prefers to be off-road. Don and Sue
know of at least two other married couples that met at the race.

Thirty years. Over 700 races. The SMAC Cross-Country 5K
race is truly a Western Massachusetts running institution. I’ve
run it for only a few years but wanted to know how it all
started, so Laure and I sat down for dinner with Don and Sue
Grant, the founders of the race to learn how it all began.
Don Grant joined SMAC in 1975, when the previously
women’s-only club started to admit men. Sue joined later,
and they both went on to establish the weekly cross-country
5K in 1987. They had started with a race in Look Park, but
found the venue too restrictive. Don enjoyed running on the
land along Burts Pit Road, and contacted the Smith Vocational School about holding the race at its current location. The
school said yes, and then referred them to the mayor of
Northampton, who also said yes but referred them to the
planning department. The State Department of Agriculture
got involved as well. In the end, all the interested parties
granted approval. Such is the bureaucracy of race directing!
On that first race in 1987, there were only seven competitors, and one got lost. Three of the six finishers were
from the Kolodzinski family. The youngest – Jay – was only six
years old. Jay continues to be an avid runner, and was back
to the race last spring.
Jump ahead 30 years, and every Tuesday at 6:30, from
the beginning of April through the end of August, runners
take off from the starting line just west of the community
gardens. After the first flat stretch, they fly down a gravelstrewn trail, along a dirt path, and up into a hilly loop. In this
section, runners have encountered dogs, both friendly and
not-so-friendly, and even the occasional bear. Today, goats
can be seen here busy controlling the vegetation. Now for
the long downhill, past the one water stop, back down the
gravel trail to a long reach through two fields. It’s in the second of those fields that I first caught sight of my future wife,
Laure. She was running past me (this is not a surprise for any
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At the end of that second field is
The Hill. The Hill separates the prepared
from the unprepared, but even if you
were prepared for the hill, the long
steady rise following it will take whatever you’ve got left. The last part of the course is slightly downhill and then level to the finish. It was on that long downhill
that Sue Grant, running as a competitor, almost ran headlong
into a calf that had wandered onto the course. You can see
the finish line from almost a quarter-mile off, and that’s your
sign to pour on whatever you might have left in the tank. Exciting neck-and-neck sprints to the finish are common here.
Years ago, when the races stretched through the darkening
days of October, the glow of jack-o-lanterns greeted runners
sprinting for the finish in the dusk.

Over the past 30 years, over 7,000 runners have crossed
the finish line at the SMAC Cross-Country 5K Race. Several
runners have done the race hundreds of times, including
Mike Duffy, Richard Clark, and, at the top of the roster, Jim
Farrick, at 579 completions (as of last Tuesday).
The race wouldn’t exist without the Grants, but in their
humble way they insist on recognizing the invaluable role of
the many volunteers over the years. So many people volunteer, and recently I’ve noticed how many of the runners just
pitch in to help out before and after, including Brian and
Kathie Williams, Suzanne and Lou Disessa, Ron and Karen
Boyden, Harry Hayward, Mike Duffy, Daryl Delisle, Brian St.
Jean, Eric Ciocca, Anthony Aquadro, Josh Walker, Oscar DeFrancis, Gareth Buckley, Tom Davidson, Pete Stasz, Tony Lucia, Carl Cignoni, Tim Jacques, Erik Wyzga, Aaron Stone, Owa
Hughes, Laure Van den Broeck Raffensperger, Tom Davidson,
Ben Ferro, Anna Klimes, Sarah Nelson, Christa Syfu, Richie
Small, Gerry Archambault, Nancy Cook, and many more!
The SMAC Cross-Country 5K is a truly great race. It challenges runners’ abilities, is on a beautiful course, has a rich
history, and provides fellowship among runners.
“Now we are all just waiting for that fateful word… GO!!”
Tom is the current SMAC Club President.
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SMAC Youth Track

Coming This Summer: Youth Cross-Country Running Clinics!
Amherst

Easthampton

SMAC and the Town of Amherst are putting on summer
Youth Cross-Country Clinics for children ages 6–13. These are
led by SMAC's own Sydney Henthorn. For those of you who
don’t know, Sydney organizes the SMAC Youth Track program
and directed last winter’s indoor track meet. Thanks for this
great work, Sydney!

From July 24 to August 3, 2017, coaches Leslie Charles
and Ashley Krause will be leading a cross-country clinic for
young runners in grades 7–12 at the Williston Northampton
School track at Galbraith Fields in Easthampton (near Nonotuck Park). On August 1 the group will attend the 5K XC race
at in Northampton. Signup is at runreg.com.

Racing Nugget

Relax.
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Got a racing tip? Send it along and we’ll share it in an upcoming
issue! While we’re at it, please consider sharing your funniest
running moments, SMAC-related stories, and silly shenanigans.
Wardrobe malfunctions?
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Training Talk

Running up a Hill and Coming Down a Mountain
An Appreciation, by Carrie Stone

I am not one of you mountain goat runners. I have a
healthy fear of heights and precipices. I do not do hill repeats
(I was shocked when I found out some of my friends do this
intentionally). I am very comfortable with my racing strategy
of watching people pass me on the uphills and then catching
them on the downs. It’s my thing, and I might even be a little
proud of my hill-weakling identity.
But then when I was so sincerely impressed by the cleverness of the idea of “Putting the Sugarloaf Back in SMAC” (see
articles in the March/April and May/June editions of the
newsletter)... And when Laure Van den Broeck Raffensperger’s friendly SMAC Google group email invitations were so
darn insistent that this was a workout open to everyone... I
started to dream about what it would be like to actually feel
strong on hills...
In the end, I only participated in four of the twelve March
-through-May Sugarloaf workouts, but they somehow managed to sample the microcosm of the yearly weather that is
spring in New England: the first time, I wore a wool sweater

and the bottoms of my bare feet went numb from running on
partially melted ice and snow; another time, we faced down
high humidity and 92° temps, clinging to strips of roadside
shade where the icy runoff had darkened the pavement just
weeks before. On the nights I attended, the group was typically between 6 and 12 members strong—kudos to those of
you more regular attendees, whose progress was certainly
evident! We represented a range of ages and speeds and
goals. We ran at our own paces (and yes, some of us were
lapped), but we all stretched out together and socialized on
our brisk walk up the mountain and more leisurely walk back
down. I saw and talked to several of my new hill-training acquaintances at the Rabbit Run 10K (May 20), and we all
agreed that the workouts had given us much-needed confidence on the race's mile-5 Horsebreak Hill. It was one
of my best races in years.
So thank you, Laure, for putting your Sugarloaf inspiration into action, and organizing and encouraging us!
But about this “hill training” name... It’s no Mt. Washington—and at 652 ft. [thank you, Wikipedia] it may
not even meet the scientific definition of a mountain—but we are the Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic
Club! I'm going to keep telling people I once did some
mountain running, and I maybe even liked it.
Carrie Stone is a (frequently barefoot)
SMAC member from Shutesbury
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Bike Safety

Gimme a Brake
by John Reino
1) Chances are good that you already know this;
2) If you’ve read this far the rest probably does not even
apply to you.
I want to provide a brief reminder on runner/cyclist safety on the roads (if you know me well enough, you know that I
generally think the safety topic is very often over-rated... but
that’s another matter). My hope is that you’ll consider your
own driving habits, and if #1 and #2 above are correct then
you’ll at least mention it to another driver you know. You
might even be on the lookout for examples on the roads. To
speak on this subject without pointing fingers, it’s probably
best for me to talk about my own PAST driving habits.
Here is the situation: There’s a runner or cyclist on the
shoulder of the road (or in the breakdown lane) and I’m
about to pass. There also may, or even may not, be an obstruction ahead (either in my lane or on the shoulder). Lastly,
there’s oncoming traffic. Get the general picture? What do I
do? Keep driving on, of course! After all, I’ve got places to be.
Somewhere in my driving history I acquired, or even coined,
a phrase for this picture on the interstate highway – “thread
the needle” (the ‘game’ of driving between two 18-wheelers
simultaneously). Sure, I might be cutting it close to the runner/cyclist but that’s the price to pay for all the commotion
on the road at this one moment in time especially when I
have important things to do! It’s all about a lack of space in a
lack of time.
So what have been the consequences of this scenario
for? Luckily, NOTHING; zero dead and zero jail time for me.
Doubly lucky, actually, as before something really bad has
happened, something positive has come from it; I attained
“road enlightenment.” Hey! This car comes with a brake! And
maybe this is a good scenario to use it in! And maybe my
“important things” in the moment aren’t nearly as important
as the big picture. [Note: there’s also another driving ‘game’
I’ll call “chicken” that is different than what I’m speaking of
and something I never participated in. A small percentage of
drivers play “chicken” with the runner/cyclist by seeing just
how close they can get without hitting, even without the
“thread the needle” type obstructions on scene.]
Though I’ve been far from perfect, I’ve always been
astonished after I heard some drivers talking about this subject – they say things like, “that runner/cyclist shouldn’t be
out here on this road” – you know, words that in general add
up to indicating an attitude that this particular road they
drive on was constructed for them. It’s basically their road
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(even though the sign says “Share”) and the runner/cyclist is
just another object in the way. Naturally, that type of thinking produces resentment towards the runner/cyclist and resentment can lead to aggression. Thus, that driver pretends
the runner/cyclist isn’t there and instead proceeds to drive
down the white line.
“Road enlightenment” occurred sometime after the
100th car’s side-view mirror shaved by and my yelling names
proved an ineffective technique. Everyone knows the runner/
cyclist is 100% of the time the loser in any vehicle confrontation – it is guaranteed. There’s a driver disconnect between
playing thread the needle and the risk of injury to the runner/cyclist. Road enlightenment is the missing piece of the
puzzle. No runner/cyclist enjoys being eight inches away!
Swoosh! from death or even worse (a reason some take to
the trails – of course, then one trades in the threat of the
2500-pound car for the 0.0025 pound Lyme-infected tick).
Like any true human dilemma, the solution is very simple:
brake and/or give that runner/cyclist a wide berth (some
states have laws requiring a specified distance – but that is
irrelevant to the hit runner/cyclist). Skillfully mention to your
(non-athletic?) neighbor
as you drive together to
imagine what it is like to
be in that runner/cyclist’s
shoes and that it will be
OK to be an extra 30 seconds later at the appointment. No driver or runner/cyclist needs to be
blocked from getting to
their goals and no driver
needs to live with any
additional burden of guilt.
I used to be BRE (Before Road Enlightenment)
Now I just ARE (After Road Enlightenment).
Bottom line: While driving, give your runner/cyclist a wide
berth and see if you can encourage others to learn to do the
same.
[Author’s Note: May 16, 2017. Cyclist struck and killed by motor vehicle in Florence, MA. And it doesn’t end there. This
opinion ends here.]
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The Ritter Files

Inspiration on the Robert Frost Trail
by Grant Ritter
Running is technically just putting one foot in front of the
other enough times to reach the finish line or desired distance, right? But I think there needs to be something or
someone that lights the fire and inspires you to move those
feet farther and faster, to places and heights that once
seemed impossible. For me that person is my father. We recently set out to section-run the Robert Frost Trail together,
and the journey has left me feeling thankful and lucky to still
be able experience new adventures with the man who has
been inspiring me for over 30 years.
My father paced me through my first race; a 1-miler that
I ran at the age of 4. Here is how our post-race conversation
went:
Me: “Are we done yet?”
My father: “Yes, good job!”
Me: “Good, I am never doing that again.”
I thought that I had retired from running at age 4; this is
literally the earliest thing in my life that I can remember.
My father never forced me to do anything, but he did set
an inspiring example of how to pursue an active lifestyle. This
inspired me to make a comeback, from my early running retirement, to run side-by-side with my father as we took on
the 3.2-mile round trip from Mountain Road to the Summit
House and back on Mt. Holyoke. Each time we would highfive on the Summit House deck where we talked about the
run and our splits, and we always came up with a reason why
we weren’t faster. Somehow this led to multiple 7 Sisters
Trail Race finishes and our 11-year quest to hike New Hampshire’s forty-eight 4,000-foot peaks.
Over the years my father and I ran together less and less.
His career demanded more of his free time and I pursued
running times and distances that I thought I could only
achieve on my own. Running fast is great but most people
don’t hang a picture on the wall of themselves and their split
times. The most important thing about running is whom you
experience it with. That is why I was all-in when my father
recently asked if I wanted to run the Pioneer Valley’s 47-mile
Robert Frost Trail (RFT) with him.
The RFT leads north from the Notch Visitor Center in the
middle of the Holyoke Range up to Wendell State Forest.
Along the way, it traverses the eastern half of the Holyoke
Range, passes through Lawrence Swamp, climbs Mt. Orient
and Mt. Toby, and passes several other notable features. My
father and I planned to attack it section by section.
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It had been a few years since we had run together. But
from the first step, it felt like we were running side-by-side
just the day before. I may have had to wait for him on some
of the climbs but he was still there to encourage me and vice
versa. The time on the trail gave us a few hours to step out of
the real world, to catch up on life, and to share an adventure
once again. We now have just one section to go before we
complete the adventure. Along the way we have averaged
one tick per run, got caught in sudden downpours, and lost
the trail a few times, but I wouldn’t trade the experience for
anything. Those moments and the overall adventure are
things I will remember for a lifetime.
Running is always about time. For most people that
means doing it in as little time as possible. For me, I want to
make this running adventure last as long as possible because
the future is uncertain. Always say yes to adventure with
those you cherish the most.

See Grant’s member profile on p. 15 of the July/Aug 2016 Sun
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Photos

SMAC in Action!

SMAC Track group shot. (photo by Tom Raffensperger)

Above: Jen Garrett in Northfield. Below: Carla Halpern at the Vegan
Power 50K in Pittsfield state Forest. (photos by Ben Kimball)

Photos of You in SMAC Gear
At Any Upcoming Race or Event
To all club members not pictured here: everyone else wants to see you too. Please submit your photos to The Sun!
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Photos

SMAC at the Seven Sisters

Ross Krause nearing the halfway turnaround.

Chelsea Farinacci enjoys a rare runnable section of the course.

Grant “nice singlet!” Ritter

Leslie “jazz hands!” Charles

Eric Ciocca hammering it home on Mt. Holyoke.

Sarah Nelson about two miles into the return trip.

Tom Davidson (somewhat melodramatically) crests a climb.

(photos by Ben Kimball)
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Upcoming Races

Local Scheduling Notes
Some upcoming SMAC, SMAC-affiliated, and various other races and events around the region
Northampton 5K XC race series every Tuesday at the Northampton Community Gardens off of Burts Pit Rd at 6:30 p.m. [TRAIL]
Wednesday Night Track Workouts every Wednesday at the Deerfield Academy track at 6:00 p.m. [Track]
Summer Sizzler Series every Wednesday at Forest Park in Springfield 6:30 p.m. link [TRAIL]
Summer Trail Race Series 3.5 miles every Wednesday at Pittsfield State Forest 6:00 p.m. link [TRAIL]
Summer Trail Race Series ~3 miles every OTHER Wednesday off of Upper Dummerston Rd in Brattleboro 6:00 p.m. link [TRAIL]
Northfield Summer Road Race Series every Thursday behind Cameron’s Winery in Northfield at 6:30 p.m. link [Road]
Alternating weekly 5Ks and 10Ks at Ashley Reservoir in Holyoke (see the Empire One running club’s website for full details)

July
4 (Tuesday) 4 on the Fourth (Pathways for Keene) Keene, NH 8:30 a.m. link
4 (Tuesday) Firecracker 4-Miler Brattleboro, VT 9:30 a.m. link
8 (Saturday) BURCS Summer Fatass 24 hrs. Notchview Reservation, Windsor, MA link [TRAIL]
9 (Sunday) Quaboag Plantation Triathlon West Brookfield, MA 8 a.m. link link2 [TRIATHLON]
9 (Sunday) Massachusetts State Triathlon (Olympic) Winchendon, MA 8 a.m. link [TRIATHLON]
11 (Tuesday) Hill Top 5K Hubbardston State Forest, MA 6:30 p.m. link [TRAIL]
15-16 (Saturday-Sunday) Vermont 100 ultramarathon, Brownsville/Woodstock, VT 4 a.m. link
16 (Sunday) Give Peace a Tri sprint triathlon Surry, NH 8:45 a.m. link [TRIATHLON]
16 (Sunday) Twin Reservoirs Half-Marathon HCC Holyoke, MA 8 a.m. link
23 (Sunday) Nancy‘s Run for the ACCRF (4-miler) Westhampton, MA 9 a.m. link
23 (Sunday) Indian Ladder Trail Runs (15K) Voorheesville, NY 9 a.m. link [TRAIL]
25 (Tuesday) NMC Burbank 5M Trail Race Fitchburg, MA 6:30 p.m. link [TRAIL]
28 (Friday) Blessing of the Fleet 10-Miler Narragansett, RI 6 p.m. link
29 (Saturday) Ellenville Mountain Running Festival Ellenville, NY link [TRAIL]
30 (Sunday) Escarpment 30K trail race Catskills, NY 9 a.m. link [TRAIL]
30 (Sunday) Soapstone Assault trail race (5.5 miles) Stafford Springs, CT 9 a.m. link [TRAIL]
30 (Sunday) Blackstone Valley Triathlon (Olympic) Sutton, MA 7:30 a.m. link [TRIATHLON]

August
5 (Saturday) People’s Forest 7-Miler Barkhamsted Res, CT 9 a.m. link [TRAIL]
6 (Sunday) Greenfield Lightlife Triathlon Greenfield, MA 8 a.m. link [TRIATHLON]
6 (Sunday) Monadnock Half-Marathon Jaffrey, NH 9 a.m. link
12 (Saturday) Sweltering Summer Ultra and Marathon Pittsfield, MA 7 a.m. link
12 (Saturday) Bridge of Flowers 10K Shelburne Falls, MA 9 a.m. link
12 (Saturday) Windmill 5K Lempster, NH 5:30 p.m. link
13 (Sunday) Sharon Triathlon Sharon, MA 8 a.m. link [TRIATHLON]
19 (Saturday) Montague Mug Race 5.5-Miler Montague, MA 8:30 a.m. link
20 (Sunday) Dash and Splash 3-Miler Pittsfield, MA 9 a.m. link [TRIATHLON]
26 (Saturday) Best Dam Run Whitingham, VT 9 a.m. link
27 (Sunday) Cyclonaut Sprint Triathlon Chicopee, MA 8 a.m. link [TRIATHLON]
27 (Sunday) Frozen Yogurt 5K Northampton, MA 8 a.m. link

September
Swanzey Covered Bridges Half-Marathon (Swanzey, NH), Mt. Greylock Uphill Road Race (North Adams, MA), Savoy Loop 5-mile
road race (Savoy, MA), Full Throttle Triathlon (Jaffrey, NH), Free to Run Trail Races (Pittsfield SF, MA), Linda’s Closet 5K (Nelson,
NH), Pisgah Mountain Trail Races (Chesterfield, NH), Summit Run 5K (Holyoke, MA), Don Maynard 5-Miler (Greenfield, MA), Peaked
Mountain Birthday Run (Monson, MA), Clarence Demar Marathon (Keene, NH), Hogsback Half Marathon (Colebrook, CT), WMDP
5K XC race (Holyoke, MA), Hospice Meadows Run 5K (Northampton, MA), Tully Trail Run (Royalston, MA), and more.
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Upcoming Races
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Upcoming Races

2017 SMAC Series
#

Event / Town

Distance

Date

#1

Ron Hebert Road Race
Florence

8 miles

April 9, 2017

#2

Daffodil Run
Amherst

10K

April 30, 2017

#3

Rabbit Run
New Salem

10K

May 20, 2017

#4

Pound the Pavement
Sunderland

10K

June 3,2017

#5

Lake Wyola Road Race
Shutesbury

4.8 miles

June 11, 2017

#6

JCC Father’s Day
Springfield

10K

June 18, 2017

#7

Nancy’s Run
Westhampton

4 miles

July 23, 2017

#8

Mug Race
Montague

5.5 miles

Aug 19, 2017

#9

Don Maynard Race
Greenfield

5 miles

Sept 16, 2017

#10

Summit Run
Hadley

5K

Sept 17, 2017

#11

Covered Bridge Classic
Conway

10K

Oct 1, 2017

#12

Chase‘n a Mason
Turners Falls

5K

Oct 8, 2017

#13

Mt Toby Trail
Sunderland

14 miles

Oct 22, 2017

#14

Dan Barry Road Race
Hatfield

5 miles

Nov 5, 2017

#15

Clarkdale Cider Run
Deerfield

12K

Nov 12, 2017

#16

Closing Ceremony
Hadley

0

Nov 16, 2017

90.9 miles

8 months

Total

2017 Race Series:
A Quick Update
Series director John Reino reports that
after a race-filled June the Series enters a
bit of a lull, with just one race each in July
and August. This is an important time on
the Series calendar because it is easy to
lose running focus and allow the heat to
become a distraction. On the other hand,
it is a good chance to do good prep work
for what comes next, and also a chance
to recover from any nagging aches or
pains you may be feeling. Rest and prepare well. Realize that September brings
the Series back into full swing and you
want to be ready for those demands.
Next up is Nancy's Run in Westhampton.
It features a nice counter-clockwise loop,
including a loop around Hampshire Regional High School (where Nancy attended). The start/ finish are close to the
same intersection (but not exactly so).
Here is the route on mapmyrun:
http://www.mapmyrun.com/routes/
view/1627648849

Some schedule changes: Conway Covered
Bridge 10K on Oct 1 is back IN; the 5K for
Farmland in Hadley is OUT.
Roster additions: Welcome back to Series
racing: Miodrag Glumac, Sri Bodkhe, and
Ann Van Dyke.
Standings: So far, eight series racers have
had perfect attendance and run all six
races. The top four women in the standings after the JCC race are the same ones
with perfect attendance: JoEllen Reino,
Erin Guzowski, Gina Vanasse, and Carla
Halpern. The top 4 men in the standings
are part of the 8 with perfect attendance:
Jeff Levreault, Jason Arble, Brian Pickell,
and Ron Boyden.

This schedule is subject to change at any time throughtout the race season!!!
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SMAC Gear
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Flash-SMAC

Another Don Grant classic from the archives…
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Parting Shot

Through the Woods

Several SMAC members raced at the 5th annual Vegan Power 50K and 25K Trail Races at Pittsfield State Forest in Pittsfield, MA
on June 17th. Nancy Mead (pictured above), Carla Halpern, and Francia Wisnewski all enjoyed the gorgeous woodland trails
and spectacularly nice early summer weather there. The races are put on by the Berkshire Ultra Running Community for Service
(BURCS) club, and use some of the finest trails for running in the entire region.

(photo by Ben Kimball)

Click here to join or to renew your SMAC membership in 2017

(and please send YOUR contributions for inclusion in future issues of The Sun!)
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